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Finally! After a seven-year struggle,
ICS received word in January that it
had been empowered to grant the degree
of Master of Woridview Studies to
students who successfully complete this
program.

Seven is indeed a wonderfully holy
number, and worthy of esteem. But
seven years of delay and postponement
brought nothing but frustration to the
program’s Director, Brian Walsh, and to
the administrative staff in its struggle
with the political process. It was a
discouragement also to the stream of stu
dents who — over the course of these
seven years — registered in good faith
and completed their studies, then “grad
uated” without a real diploma.

Already in 1985 the Board of
Trustees had approved the Worldview
Studies program. It was designed to
help students understand contemporary
culture by exploring its foundational
beliefs, and to equip graduates for
responsible Christian participation in

the cultural context of their chosen
vocations.

But when the Institute notified the
Ontario Minister of Colleges and
Universities of its intention to seek
degree-granting authority for the World-
view Studies program, it was told that
the matter of the degree-granting rights
of independent institutions was under
review. In 1991 the Ministry added injury
to insult when it initiated an extensive
review of the entire university sector,
delaying yet again the Institute’s ability
to amend its charter.

Finally, an appeal to the Hon. Richard
Allen — the new Minister — resulted in
the cooperation of MPP Rosario
Marchese, who introduced a Private
Member’s bill for amendment. The case
was heard by a Standing Committee of
the Legislature — see elsewhere in this
issue how applicants Harry Fernhout and
Brian Walsh almost managed to miss it
— and the amendment received Royal
Assent shortly after. []

At Last!
A Woridview Studies Degree!

Dr. Fernhout with the Hon. Rosario Marchese, MPP, who sponsored a Private Member’s
bill to amend the ICS Charter.



In this issue...

• This edition of Perspective is full of
news about the ICS community:
senior members (“...Faculty” on
p.5), junior members (Steve Martin,
p.3, Rick Middleton, p.4, Samson
Makhado, p.6), and alumni (“Alumni
News” and “ItS and Friends...”, p.3).
• It also celebrates two milestones
in the Institute’s history: the ability
to offer a Master’s Degree in
Worldview Studies (“At Last!...”, p.1)
and the conclusion of the fruitful
Anniversary Campaign. In this
connection, be sure to read Harry
Fernhout’s “President’s Pen” on this
page, but check out a humorous (and
embarrassing) anecdote as well as
a “thank you” on p.6.
• John Meiboom asks for your
participation in “Development
Notes” on p.4.
• And we challenge you to improve
your perspective by ordering some
new books (back page) and register
ing for summer school (p.8).

DLK

In the spring of 1991, Development
Director John Meiboom and I found
ourselves on the road, conducting the
feasibility study for the Institute’s
proposed Anniversary Campaign. Our
task was to visit prospective major
donors, introduce our campaign concept,
and elicit an estimate of what each donor
would consider giving. Our professional
consultants had carefully instructed us
on proper procedure, especially with
regard to presenting each prospective
donor with a target amount that would
stretch their imagination and, perhaps,
their giving capacity.

One brilliantly sunny day John and I
entered the office of one of our major
prospects, quaking in our boots. Our
nervousness wasn’t rooted in a lack of
confidence in our Campaign proposal; we
believed the plan was not only good but
crucial to the Institute. We were scared
stiff because the target amount we had
in mind was far greater than anything
we had ever dared to ask. As we care
fully sketched our Campaign plan, our
enthusiasm and confidence• grew. Then
came the ‘big ask;’ we swallowed hard
and tried not to mumble as we voiced
our ridiculously high expectations.

The response was memorable. “Highly
unlikely, but not impossible.” A wonder
ful and challenging answer. Clearly our
proposal was a long shot, but it was
worth trying, just because it wasn’t
impossible.

For me, this phrase became the
unofficial motto of the Anniversary
Campaign. Come to think of it, this is a
pretty good description of our graduate
school as a whole: highly unlikely, but
not impossible.

All through the Campaign we worked
hard to transform this phrase into
“possible and likely.” And this work was
blessed in extraordinary ways. In early
February “possible and likely” became
“definite.” In late February we were able
to host fifty Campaign volunteers at a
dinner to celebrate the successful com
pletion of the Institute’s most significant
and venturesome fundraising effort, one
which will have a very significant impact
on ICS programs for the next decade.
And as we thanked our volunteer lead
ers, our hearts were full of joy and
gratitude for an accomplishment steeped
in God’s generosity.

The Campaign effort certainly had its
moments; some of them on the lighter
side. I recall the time in December of
1991 when I was on the road again, this
time with Board Chairman Fred
Reinders. Shortly after we checked into a
hotel, I got stuck in an elevator as it
rocketed back and forth between the
basement and the thirtieth floor. After I
was rescued by hotel staff, we discovered
that a broken water main had cut off the
hotel’s water supply. By morning the
problem still wasn’t fixed. Fortunately
Fred, as an experienced marine engineer,
soon identified a source of usable water:
the toilet tank! It’s a good thing Fred
and I don’t believe the superstition about
trouble coming in three’s; the next item
on our agenda was a visit with a very
important donor!

Our Anniversary Campaign was
designed to raise a minimum of $2.5
million in ‘extra’ money over a period of
five years. A remarkable feature of the
Campaign result is that much more than
20% of the pledged total has already
been received. This means that we can
move quickly and confidently to imple
ment the Campaign-funded program.
Within a month the Institute’s Academic
Council will interview a candidate for the
first Campaign-supported academic
appointment. By the fall of 1993 we also
hope to hire a librarian and transform
our half-time recruitment position into a
full-time Director of Student Services.
Our scholarships program will be
improved this fall1 and additional
academic appointments are scheduled
for 1994 and 1996. These will be exciting
times at ICS, as we witaess the most
significant program changes in over a
decade.

The ICS staff and Board heaved
a collective sigh of relief when our
Campaign thermometers broke the top
of the chart. But there is little time to
sit back. We have been graced with
exceptionally rich blessings through this
effort. As I see it, our new Campaign
Fund provides a beginning — a basis for
putting the Institute’s entire financial
structure on a better footing. Respon
sible stewardship means that we cannot
let this basis be eroded by continuing
deficits in our current day-to-day opera
tions. God has given us an opportunity to

continued on next page
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continued from page 2

use this new basis as a lever to put our
grinding financial woes behind us. We
need to seize this opportunity, so that
our Board, staff, and students can focus
their energy on our ongoing mission: “to
honour and proclaim Jesus Christ as the
Redeemer of life and the Renewer of
thought and learning.” [j

Alumni News
Mike Ophardt

Alumnus Mike Ophardt recently
completed his Ph.D. in philosophy at
Dusquenne University in Pennsylvania;
his dissertation was on The Meaning
of Style. He studied at the Institute
with Senior Member Cal Seerveld and
completed his M.Phil.F. in the late 80’s.

Now that Mike is finished with his
studies, he’s looking for a teaching
position. He currently lives in Butler,
PA with his wife Edith and their 5-
year-old daughter.

Govert J. Buijs
Govert is now in the Ph.D. program at

the Free University, Amsterdam. In a
thesis he wrote for his doctoral exam,
titled “...to restore some sense to sounds
that have become senseless: A study of
Eric Voegelin’s analysis of modernity,”
Govert speaks fondly of ICS:

“This thesis may be seen as a late
result of my stay at the Institute for
Christian studies in Toronto during
1987-1988.

It was Dr. Paul Marshall who
suggested reading one of Voegelin’s
books in a conversation we had about
conservatism. He could not help it that
there were many more themes in this
book which I found highly interesting.

I want to express my great thanks to
Paul Marshall in particular and to the
entire Institute in general for providing
both a challenging intellectual environ
ment and an environment of personal
care and togetherness. I certainly would
have liked to enjoy this longer and more
thoroughly.” J

Congratulations to Steven Martin (center)
on the successful completion of the

M. Phil. F. program!
In the photo he celebrates with a. to r.)

Paul Marshall, Jim Olthuis,
Donald Evans (U ofT), and Brian Walsh.

Attending scholarly conferences is part
and parcel of being a responsible witness
in academic life. The Society of Biblical
Literature and the American Academy of
Religion are the two largest associations
of scholars in religious studies in North
America. At their annual joint meetings
thousands of scholars are in attendance.
The meetings this year were in San
Francisco from November 21 to 24 and
Mends of ICS made important con
tributions.

Keith Pavlischek (ICS M.Phil.F.)
presented a paper to the Church-State
Studies Group on “Public Education,
Parental Rights and Distributive
Justice.” Keith presently teaches at
Northeast Missouri Sate University.
Another alumnus, Steven Bonma
Prediger (ICS M.Phil.F.) from North
Park College in Chicago addressed the
Theology and Continental Philosophy
Group on the topic of “Existential
Phenomenology, Hermeneutics and
Recent Christian Philosophy.”

But a present junior member was
also involved in the conference. Ph.D.
candidate and lecturer in Worldview
Studies, Richard Middleton spoke to
the Theology of Hebrew Scriptures
Section on “Is Creation Theology
Inherently Conservative? A Dialogue
with Walter Brueggemann.”

Brueggemann is one of the most creative
Old Testament scholars in North
America today. Middleton’s paper
carefully evaluated Brueggemann’s
complete writings to data and challenged
him on his devaluation of creation
theology in the Old Testament text.
Brueggemann’s unscheduled response
was an indication of the success of
Middleton’s paper. After expressing his
gratitude for such a careful and sensitive
reading of his work he admitted that
after hearing Richard’s paper he would
have to proceed with further exegesis
and theology differently.

Finally, the contribution of N. Thomas
Wright of Worcester College, Oxford,
was very much in evidence at this event.
Wright is a frequent lecturer at ICS (he
will be back next summer for two weeks!)
and is a Fellow of the Institute. In a
high powered meeting of the Pauline
Theology Group Wright presented a
compelling, creative and integrative
reading of the book of Romans. His
paper generated considerable discussion.
The next morning Wright moved from
Paul to Jesus and presented a highly
nuanced critique of an important new
book by John Dominic Crossan entitled
The Historical Jesus: The Life of a
Mediterranean Jewish Peasant. IE

ICS and Friends in San Francisëo
A Report from Brian Walsh
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Notes

SUCCESS! It is a good feeling, even for
us Christians who believe that success is
not of our own doing but rather a blessing
from God. When we accomplish some
thing, we first take time to say thanks for
God’s grace. Nevertheless, we feel good!

As individuals this is the case, but I
can tell you that it is also the case with
institutions. ICS passed the Anniversary
Campaign goal of $2.5 million in January
and we thank God for this success which
will see expansion of the Institute faculty
in preparation for the 21st century. We
feel good about this and happily tell all
who will listen about the wonders which
God has done!

BUT! A little three letter word which can
be so negative. Often there seems to be a
“but” around a “success”. Perhaps it is
part of living in a broken world. Our “but”
has to do with the regular budget.

On and off. ICS has for many years
managed to struggle along on deficit
budgets, sometimes smaller and some
times larger. But, it cannot go on for
much longer. it is irresponsible not to
have a balanced budget; as we regularly
like to tell our governments.

Although this year is not yet over, by
the time you read this there will be less
than three months to go till the end of
our fiscal year. In order to raise the
substantial sum still needed during that
time period, we will personally visit some
of you. As well, a mail appeal will go out in
late April, followed up by a mid-May
phone-a-thon. During the phone-a-thon
alone, we hope to personally reach
between 500 and 1,000 of our supporters.
in each case we will be asking you to
consider giving “sacrificially” again for a
successful future for this part of God’s
kingdom.

What does “sacrificially” mean? Of
course, it means different things for
different people. For some, it will mean
earnest prayer for the Institute. For others
it will mean renewal of membership. For a
certain number it will mean an extra $50,
$500 or even $5,000. It is important to
note that for each one, no matter what
level of support, it could very well be
sacrificial and all of us at ICS recognize
this with deep gratitude.

TRAVEL! In late February and early
March 1 went to Alberta and British
Columbia for my second trip in a year.
Last October I spent a similar amount of

time meeting many ICS supporters and
prospective supporters. This has been
very rewarding for me.

Part of the time in early March was
spent visiting four Christian Reformed
Church Classis meetings. These contacts
are so very important, not only for
continued financial support, but especially
for the continued connection it gives us to
the church whose members gave birth to
ICS more than 25 years ago.

One thing my travels have made me
realize is this: there are many people who,
though they seldom see ICS staff, faculty
or students, or experience the ICS
program of study, nevertheless give
generously to make this important higher
educational ministry successful. It is
humbling and causes us to work hard to
honour the trust you place in ICS.

In the coming months of budgeting and
planning for the next academic year, I
hope to address possible ways of
increasing ICS’s visibifity in areas where
we have a base of support. This visibffity
should not be self-serving for ICS but
rather should see ICS serve the communi
ty. Perhaps you have ideas which you
could share with us regarding how ICS
could serve your community with its
strengths in new and helpful ways. Let me
know by sending a note. [j

Keeping Up with a
Junior Member:
Richard Middleton

• On October 22 Richard Middleton
(junior member in philosophical theology)
spoke at the University of Western
Ontario to the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship on “An Introduction to
Worldviews.”
• In November he attended the joint
annual meeting of the American Academy
of Religion and the Society for Biblical
Literature in San Francisco and
presented a paper on November 22
entitled “Is Creation Theology Inherently
Conservative? A Dialogue with Walter
Brueggemann.” The paper, which raised
significant critical questions about the
thought of this famous Old Testament
scholar, received a favourable response
from Brueggemann.
• Just back from San Francisco, Richard
gave the chapel address on November 27
at Ontario Bible College on the exodus as
a paradigm for Christian cultural-historical
action.
• Having preached regularly in the fall
at his home church in St Catharines,
Harbour Fellowship, Richard spoke again
on Sunday, January 31 on “The Epic
Drama of the Bible.”
• On February 13 he attended a con
ference at Brock University on the
thought of philosopher Alasdair Macintyre
and gave a paper entitled “Whose Story?
Which Tradition? The Ambiguous
Promise of Narratively Formed Justice.”
• Both the above paper and the sermon
arose out of exciting research Richard is
doing with Brian Walsh for a new book
they are writing (and a course they are
co-teaching this term) on “Postmodernity
and the Biblical Worldview.”

Development

John Meiboom

“Let Justice Flow”
The 35th Annual ICS Ontario Family Conference

July 31 — August 2, 1993
Hamilton District Christian High School

This conference will explore various issues under the theme “Let Justice
Flow”. Keynote speakers will be Gerald Vandezande of Citizens for
Public -Justice, and Kathy Vandergrift, executive assistance to Jan
Reimer, mayor of Edmonton. Both speakers bring a wealth of biblical in
sights, practical experience, and engaging questions to our topic.

Please join us as we focus on the struggle for justice: celebrating the work
that has been done by individuals and organizations in the broader ICS
community, and exploring what we as Christians can do in our own
backyards, neighbourhoods, and families.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
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Keeping Up With the Faculty Experiments on
Institutional Hug
Continue at ICS

PAUL MARSHALL
• In October: spoke at Little Trinity
Anglican Church, Bonfleld Memorial
Church and Toronto Chinese Baptist
Church on the “Charlottetown Accord”
• Nov. 16-18: gave Staley Lectures at
‘rriity Western University on the theme
of “Pluralism”
• Nov. 19: lectured at Political Science
Department, University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, on “Two Types of Rights.”
• Dec. 4: was external examiner at
University of Calgary for John Hiemstra’s
(ICS alumnus) Ph.D. dissertation defence
on “Consociationalism and the Dutch
Broadcasting System.”
• Dec. 5: spoke at ICS banquet in
Edmonton
• Jan.4-15: lectured at Regent College
• Jan. 6: gave joint lecture with Rev.
Vinay Samuel on “Gospel and Culture,”
in Vancouver
• Feb.1: lectured at Pepperdine Univer
sity, Malibu, California on “Religion and
International Relations.”
• Feb. 3-4: was visiting lecturer at the
King’s College Edmonton Interdisciplinary
Conference. Gave two lectures to the
college on Human Rights, and one to the
faculty on Pluralism.
• March 6: spoke at “Serving Christ in
the 90’s” Conference, Jackson’s Point,
Ontario.
• March 8-9: attended W.E.F. Religious
Freedom Commission Executive meeting,
Orlando, Florida.
• Article: “Two Types of Rights”
published in the Canadian Journal of
Political Science Vol. 25, No. 4, Dec. 1992,
pp 661-676.
• Article: “Moral Imperatives of
Economic Life” published in English and
Russian in M.R. Elliott and S.
Lingenfelter, eds. Ethics in the Russian
Marketplace (Wheaton, Institute of East-
West Relations, Wheaton College, 1992),
pp 49-53.
• Also published a column each month in
Christian Week and Christian Courier.

BOB SWEETMAN
• January 30, 1993 Paper: “Preaching
and Theological Education in the thir
teenth Century: The Multiple Purposes
and Biblical distinctions and Exempla.”
For the Conference, “Sources and
Resources of Medieval Studies”
(Pontifical Institute for Mediaeval
Studies, Toronto)
• April 2 Paper: “Hearing Medieval
Women’s Spirituality in a Male Hagio
graphical Voice” for the Conference,
“Common Ground: Religious and Secular
Feminists in Dialogue” (Calvin College,

Grand Rapids, Ml)
In preparation:

April 13 Paper: “Preaching and the
Transmission of Natural Philosophy:
Understanding the Thirteenth-Century
Encyclopedia” for The Society for the
History of Science and Magic of the
University of Toronto (Toronto).
• May 7 Paper: “Thomas of Cantimpre,
Apostle to the Demons, and the Topos
of Prayers for the Damned in early
Dominican Hagiography” for the
Dominican Studies sessions of the 28th
International Congress on Medieval
Studies (Medieval Institute and Cistercian
Institute of Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, IV11)

CAL SEERVELI)
• January 15: presented an invited
response to Cornelius Plantinga, Jr.’s
address on “Fashions in folly: Sin and
Character in the ‘90s,” to a group of
leaders in the field of Congregational
Worship practice in the Christian
Reformed Church in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
• January 16: presented a seminar on
“Psalms for Worship of God Rather Than
Offerings of Kitsch” at the sixth Calvin
College Symposium on Worship and
Church Music
• January 20-21: was Staley Lecturer
at Redeemer College. Cal introduced a
presentation of The Greatest Song by
Redeemer students, directed by theatre
professor Ray Louter, and together with
artist and curator Gerard Pas took part in
a study of a Greg Curnoe exhibit recently
opened at Redeemer College. Seerveld’s
lectures were on a biblically Christian
understanding of human irnaginativity
and on how we saints might best respond
to modern and ultramodern art in our
contemporary world.
• Early February: gave an address to the
homecoming crowd at Trinity Christian
College, fllinois. Along with former
colleague and ICS curator Arie Leegwater
and former students he also participated in
a carnival of abbreviated class sessions for
an evening, introducing modern sculpture
and how Christians might best respond.
• February: presented the plenary
address at the Jubilee ‘93 conference
for the track on “The Christian in the
University,” sponsored by the Coalition
for Christian Outreach every year in
February at the Pittsburgh Hilton. His
address was titled “Studying Ourselves
to Life or Death?” He also led a work
shop on trends in contemporary art for
students and designers with special
interest in the arts. El

Demonstrated below is one of
the possible forms of recognition
which ICS supporters may be able
to receive in the near future,
depending on the availability of
federal funds for further study. The
grant isn’t really a precondition for
proceeding with the research, but
“it would be nice”, as someone said
at tea the other day. It would also
fund the writing of a paper entitled
“Physical and Other Types of
Hugging, and Their Impact on Real
and Perceived Donations to Integ
rally Biblical Institutions of Higher
Learning.”

Under the proposed new plan
supporters could receive in the mail
an honourary hug from

El a senior member
LI a junior member
LI an administrative staff member

or possibly pick one up in person
here at 229 College. (Bob Vander
Vennen would like to offer hugs for
sale on the Back Page, but that’s
really getting away from the original
purpose.)

Potential donors suffering anxiety
attacks after looking at Tia Frazee
and Ross Mortimer (below) may
rest assured that they will NOT be
obliged to accept a hug from Ross.
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Where Are They
When You Really

Need Them?

Or, How Hany and Brian
Chose Coffee Instead

of History

An excerpt from the Hansard record of
the hearings regarding the Woridview
Studies degree:

Consideration of Bill Pr64, An Act
respecting the Institute for Christian
Studies.

Mr Marchese: There are two people
here who will be speaking to this if I can
just locate them.
The Chair: Certainly, sir.

Mr. Hansen: This is Pr64?

The Chair: Bill Pr64. We are attempting
to do Bill Pr64, Bill Pr61 and Bill Pr78
that Mr Marchese is sponsoring, I
understand that there aren’t significant
debate items on those bills.

Mr Hansen: If they’re not ready to go,
we could go with Pr58.

The Chair: Mr Marchese, are your
applicants present?

Mr Marchese: I am prepared to simply
move that without the other speakers
being here for this, if there are no
problems with it.

The Chair: Excuse me a moment.
Mr Marchese: The bill would amend
the degree-granting authority of the
Institute for Christian Studies.

The Chair: The clerk informs me that
the applicants have been here. Excuse
me just a moment. Are the applicants
here? Mr Harry Femhout?

Mr Marchese: They were here. They
went for coffee. They probably thought it
would last a bit longer. But they’re not
here at the moment.

On Friday evening, February 26, while
Toronto was stifi digging out from one of
its worst snowstorms of the winter, the
Institute held an evening of warm “thank
you’s” for Campaign volunteers.

The candlelight dinner featured
authentic Japanese cuisine, beautifully
prepared by the staff of our co-tenant
at 229 College: the Japanese Academy of
Cultural Exchange. Most of us were
already familiar with the Beef Teriyaki
experience and had even sampled Miso
Soup, but Mabodofu and Hijiki were an
adventure in new culinary terrain. Great
fellowship and gentle ifiumination were
excellent accompaniments. Speaking of
illumination, John Tenyenhuis’ limited
ability to see his outline by candlelight
didn’t detract noticeably from the vigour,
insight, and encouragement of his after-
dinner Reflections.

Special presentations were made to the
following people for their leadership in the
Campaign:
Harry Voortman Honourazy Chairman
Marinus Koole Co-Chairman
Derk Pierik Co-Chairman

The following were also specially thanked
for their work on the Campaign Committee:
John Mavrak Campaign Consultant
Fred Reinders Major Gifts
Bob VanderVennen ICS Community

John Jeronimus Business Community
Jane De Koning Membership
Herman Praanisma Congregations
Diane Klein PR and Marketing

Harry Fernhout, in his Campaign
Summary remarks, reported on an
interesting and very encouraging campaign
outcome. While ICS is now 20% of the
way through the five-year campaign
pledge period, far more than 20% of the
pledged $2.5 million has already been
received to date. Astute investment of
these contributions over the next few
years could potentially provide ICS with a
total of over $3.0 million during the ten-
year planned “growth in service” plan. As
Harry pointed out, though, deficits in the
operating budget could force ICS to dip
into the accrued interest, rendering the
additional return unlikely.

You can help ICS protect the campaign
legacy with your ongoing contributions to
the operating budget. [j

“Thank You” to Campaign Volunteers
Diane Klein

INSTITUTE FOR CHRISTIAN
STUDIES ACT, 1992

ICS would like to express its
gratitude to all the campaign
volunteers who, working from a vision
of ICS “rooted in faith”, so gener
ously pitched in to ensure that we
might “grow in service.”

THANK YOU!

Edmonton
Anniversary
Banquet

Edmontonians celebrated the Institute’s 25th Anniversary
with a banquet, held on December 5. Paul Marshall and
Harry Femhout were both in attendance.

Fortunately, the bill won unanimous
consent a little later on, just the
same.
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PLEASE HELP!
Note: This issue of Perspective contains
much good news, much to be thankftil for,
and a few things to smile over. However,
for Junior Member Samson Makhado, life
has taken a tragic and painful turn. Please
read, below, how you can help.

The ICS community expresses its
heartfelt condolences to Junior Member
Samson Makhado, whose adopted 26-
year-old son Mpikani Moses died on
January 27 in South Africa under
extremely suspicious circumstances.

Samson Makhado is a Christian school
principal from Northern Transvaal, South
Africa; he is presently pursuing graduate
studies in education at ICS in prepara
tion for an active role in developing a
Christian college in South Africa.

The sudden loss of a family member is
one of the deepest sorrows we can
imagine in life. Yet Samson has an
additional burden on his mind. Moses’
suspicious violent death is typical in that
region of South Africa, so authorities
are not particularly interested in either
investigating the case or bringing the
perpetrator(s) to justice.

Therefore it is up to Samson’s family
(he and his wife have 6 other children) to
pursue justice, at great financial risk to
themselves. The estimated cost of the
lawyers, the expenses of the funeral,
several inquests and transport of the body
is $7000 Canadian.

ICS, in collaboration with CPJ, have set
up a fund called the “Mpikani Moses
Fund for Justice” to express its solid
arity with Samson as he feels the pain of
injustice and grief and to make sure his
family do not experience any additional
financial burden in their quest for the
facts relating to Moses’ death. Donations
to this fund can be made payable to ICS,
designated for the Mpikani Moses Fund.

For more information please call
,Junior Member Andy Jefferson or Senior
Member Jim Olthuis at ICS.

Serving, through
Public Education
Robert E. VanderVennen

Spykman Breaks New Ground in 584 pages and is published by Eerdmans
Systematic Theology in hard cover format only at $51.95 Cdn.

In a new approach to systematic
theology, ICS Senator Gordon Spykman’s New ICS Thesis Available
new book brings together systematic You can now get Steve Martin’s ICS
theology and biblical studies. Incorpor- thesis on the thought of modern philoso
ating the fruits of contemporary pher Ernest Becker (1924-1974). Martin
reformational Christian philosophy followed and analyzed Becker’s writings
Spykman presents the basics of a new on the nature of “man.” In his early work
dogmatics. Becker perceived the human person in

The argument of the book follows the an Enlightenment sense as capable of
story line of creation-fall-redemption- becoming anything, expressing great life
consummation. Spykman argues that a force. But later Becker became more
Christian philosophy is the best pessimistic, seeing the human quest as
prolegomenon to a Christian theology. He bound up in paradoxes. Very probably
rejects both dualism and monism that Becker’s coining to terms with vicious
would blur the distinction between the human actions like the holocaust
creator and the creature. influenced him.

The book is “a breath of fresh air,” says In the end Becker sees modern “man”
Dr. Adrian Helleman in a recent review, as out of control. He loses the world in
Spykman sets a new paradigm for doing trying to gain himself, and tragically ends
theology, using a three-factor approach: up losing himself as well. Modern man,
God, his mediating Word and the world. says Becker, must face his own end and
The book is written fur general readers as hope for resurrection.
well as professional theologians. You can order this thesis for $9.50

The book, Reformation Theology: A using the order form on the back page of
New Paradigm for Doing Dogmatics has this issue.

ICS Welcomes John Boer

John Boer, who spent many years in students the issue of “Pluralism and
Nigeria at a satellite ICS (Institute for the Growth and Dominance of Islam”;
Church and Society) visited Toronto and the next day he presented some of his
the Institute in December. experiences with the struggle for holistic

On December 10, he discussed with mission/ministry in Nigeria.

Samson Makhado with Ines Seeiveld at ICS
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